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Abstract
Very recently, a quantum signature scheme with weak arbitrator
was presented [Int. J. Theor. Phys. (2012) 51:2135–2142]. A weak
arbitrator is only involved in the disagreement case, which means that
the scheme is costless. In this paper, the security of the quantum
signature scheme with weak arbitrator is analyzed. We show that
attackers can counterfeit a signature for any message, which will pass
the verification for the signer. In addition, they can counterfeit a
signature for any one of the 4L (L is the length of the intercepted
quantum message) messages by employing the known message attack,
which will pass the verification for the signed message. In particular, by
employing the Z-transform attack, the attackers can forge a signature
for any one of the 2L messages, which will pass the verifications for
both the signer and the signed message successfully.
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Introduction

The digital signature is a primitive component of cryptography. A digital
signature scheme is a mathematical scheme that demonstrates the authenticity of a digital message or document. It can be used to authenticate the
identity of the sender of a message or the signer of a document, and to ensure that the original content of the message or the document received is
unchanged. In other words, a valid digital signature makes the receiver believe that the message was indeed created by a known sender and not altered
in the transmission. The digital signature is commonly used in software distributions and financial transactions where it is important to detect forgery
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or tampering. Most classical digital signature schemes base on the public key
cryptography, which can be broken by Shor’s quantum algorithm [1]. Therefore, many researchers turn to investigate quantum signature and authentication, which are supposed to be able to provide an alternative scheme with
unconditional security. The first quantum digital signature scheme was proposed by Gottesman and Chuang [2]. Thereafter, progresses have been made
[3–16]. Zeng and Keitel [5] proposed an arbitrated quantum signature (AQS)
scheme, which has many merits such as that it can sign both known and
unknown quantum states. This scheme has been further studied in [17, 18].
It was claimed in [19, 20] and in [21] that the unconditional security can
be ensured by using the correlation of Greenberger-Horne-Zeilinger (GHZ)
triplet states and quantum one-time pads, respectively. Li et al. [6] presented
an arbitrated quantum signature scheme using Bell states instead of GHZ
states. The scheme preserves the advantages of the original scheme [5] while
providing a higher efficiency in transmission and reducing the complexity of
implementation. It was pointed out in [16] that the existing AQS schemes
[5, 6] can be repudiated by the receiver. Two improved AQS schemes in [16]
were then proposed in order to overcome this deficiency. In particular, one
of them does not utilize entangled states in the phases of both signing and
verification.
Very recently, Luo et al. [22] pointed out that there is no need to involve
an arbitrator in the signing phase of AQS [5, 6], and single qubits are enough
for such schemes. According to this, they suggested quantum signature
scheme with weak arbitrator, a signature scheme without arbitrage which is
similar to most classical signatures with asymmetric techniques [22]. The
weak arbitrator is required only when there is a dispute between the signer
and the verifier. However, in this paper, we will show that a malicious verifier
in the quantum signature scheme with weak arbitrator can counterfeit a
valued signature by employing several known message attacks.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. First, in Section 2,
we recall the security conditions of quantum signatures and the technique
of comparing two unknown quantum states presented in Ref. [23]. Then,
in Section 3, we briefly review the quantum signature scheme with weak
arbitrator [22]. Several attacks are suggested to apply on it and analysis is
made in Section 4. Finally in Section 5, we make a conclusion.
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Preliminaries

In this section, the security conditions of the (arbitrated) quantum signature
is first recalled. Then, the algorithm of comparing two unknown quantum
states, which was first presented in Ref. [23] and discussed further in Ref. [6,
16], is introduced.

2.1

Security conditions

A secure (arbitrated) quantum signature scheme should satisfy two conditions [5, 6, 16, 18, 22]:
(1) The signature should not be forged by the attacker (including the
malicious receiver).
(2) The signature should not be disavowed by the signatory and the
receiver.

2.2

The technique of comparing two unknown quantum states

The comparison of known quantum states can be definitely made while the
comparison of unknown quantum states cannot. Nevertheless, by using the
method proposed in [6, 16, 23], the error probability of determining whether
or not two qubit strings are identical can be minimized.
Now, we review the technique of comparing two unknown quantum states
[23]. Suppose we need to compare whether or not two states |φi and |ψi
are identical. This is accomplished with one-sided error probability by the
procedure that measures and outputs the first qubit of the state
(H ⊗ I ⊗ I)(c-SWAP)(H ⊗ I ⊗ I)|0i|φi|ψi.
Here H is the Hadamard transform which maps |bi → √12 [|0i + (−1)b |1i],
I is the identity transform, SWAP is the operation |φi|ψi → |ψi|φi, and cSWAP is the controlled-SWAP (controlled by the first qubit). The circuit for
this procedure is illustrated in Figure 1. By tracing through the execution of
0
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Figure 1: The circuit of comparing two unknown quantum states.
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this circuit, one can determine that the state before the final measurement
is
1
1
|0i(|φi|ψi + |ψi|φi) + |1i(|φi|ψi − |ψi|φi).
(1)
2
2
Measuring the first qubit of this state will produce two outcomes |0i and
|1i. The former will let one infer that the compared two states is equal.
Otherwise, they are determined to be unequal. An error occurs when |φi =
|ψi but the outcome is |1i (In this case, |0i is the right outcome.). The
probability 12 − 12 (hφ|ψi)2 of it is larger than 0 because (hφ|ψi)2 = δ 2 > 0.
Therefore, the test has an one-sided error 12 (1 + δ 2 ).
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The quantum signature scheme with weak arbitrator

In this section, we briefly review the quantum signature scheme with weak
arbitrator [22].
Assume that the messages are a qubit string |mi = {|m1 i, |m2 i, . . . , |mL i}
with |mi i = ai |0i + bi |1i (1 ≤ i ≤ L). Alice can prepare arbitrary copies
if she knows these states; otherwise, she needs at least three copies for
any one’s verification and checking. Based on the quantum trapdoor function in Section 2 of Ref. [22], Alice chooses a traceless Hermitian matrix
H to generate one parameter unitary groups Ut = eitH . For simulation,
one can choose H from the Pauli matrices {σX , σY , σZ }. She also randomly chooses tN = (tN,1 , tN,2 , . . . , tN,L ) from ZL
/2N . Alices public key
2N
is {|Pi = ⊗L
i=1 UtN ,i |0i}, her secret key is D = {tN , H}. Here, H is secret
to strengthen the security and


αi −βi
UtN,i =
(2)
βi∗ αi∗
where αi and βi are complex which are dependent of tN,i . This unitary
group can be obtained from two special one-parameter unitary groups with
the generators H1 = −iσY and H2 = diag(θ1 , θ2 ).
Stage 1. Signing phase
The signer performs the CNOT transform on each message particle Ai
(in the state |mi i) and the corresponding auxiliary particle Bi (in the state
|0i):
L
O
CNOT(|mi ⊗ |0i) =
(ai |00i + bi |11i)Ai Bi ,
(3)
i=1
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where the message qubits are the controlling qubits while the auxiliary qubits
are the goals. Then, the signer performs UtN,i on each Ai in Eq. (3) and
obtains
! L
!
L
O
O
|SMi :=
(UtN,i ⊗ I)
(ai |00i + bi |11i)Ai Bi
(4)
=

=

i=1
L
O
i=1
L
O

i=1

(ai αi |00i + ai βi∗ |10i − bi βi |01i + bi αi∗ |11i)

(5)

[ai (αi |0i + βi∗ |1i)|0i + bi (−βi |0i + αi∗ |1i)|1i],

(6)

i=1

where I is the second-order identity matrix. Finally, he/she obtains the
signature {|mi, |SMi}.
Stage 2. Verifying the signer phase
In order to verify whether it is Alice who signed the state |SMi, Bob
performs the Von Neumann measurement (vNM measurement) on all Bi s.
The measurement will collapse each Ai to αi |0i + βi∗ |1i or −βi |0i + αi∗ |1i,
corresponding to the outcome state |0i or |1i, respectively.
Then, for the outcome |0i, Bob takes use of the unknown quantum states
comparison algorithm [23] to compare the collapsed state with the public key
state |Pi of Alice. Otherwise, he determines whether or not the collapsed
state is orthogonal to |Pi.
Stage 3. Verifying the signed message phase
Bob performs the CNOT transform on |SMi and obtains:
L
O

CNOTAi ,Bi |SMi

i=1

=

=

L
O
i=1
L
O

(ai αi |00i + bi αi∗ |10i − bi βi |01i + ai βi∗ |11i)
[(ai αi |0i + bi αi∗ |1i)|0i

i=1

+ (−iσY )(ai βi∗ |0i + bi βi |1i)|1i].

(7)

(Each Ai is the controlling particle while the corresponding Bi is the goal).
Then, he performs the vNM measurement on each Bi , making Ai collapse to
(ai αi |0i + bi αi∗ |1i)|0i or (ai βi∗ |0i + bi βi |1i)|1i corresponding to the outcome
state |0i or |1i, respectively.
5

Next, Bob asks Alice to verify the message. In detail, Bob performs a series of CNOT
states |0i
N transforms on the collapsed states ∗and the auxiliary
∗ |00i + b β |11i.
|ψ
i,
where
|ψ
i
is
a
α
|00i
+
b
α
to obtain L
|11i
or
a
β
i
i
i i
i i
i i
i i
i=1
Then, he sends one particle and the measurement outcome ki (0 or 1 corresponding to the outcome state |0i or |1i, respectively.) to Alice.
Alice remotely teleports a series of rotations Rj,k on her qubit [24] (for
its experimental realization), where
Rj,1 = diag(1, ei2θj,1 ),

Rj,2 = diag(ei2θj,2 , 1)

(8)

with αj = |αj |eiθj,1 and βj = |βj |eiθj,2 . The remotely entangled states are
N
then changed into L
i=1 (ai |00i + bi |11i) (up to a global phase factor) since
ai αi |00i + bi ei2θi,1 αi∗ |11i = αi (ai |00i + bi |11i), ai ei2θi,2 βi∗ |00i + bi βi |11i =
βi (ai |00iN
+ bi |11i). Then, she sends her particles back to Bob. Now, Bob
L
obtains
i=1 (ai |00i + bi |11i) (up to a global phase factor). Finally, he
performs CNOT transforms to disentangle the particles Ai s and the unknown quantum states comparison algorithm [23] to verify whether or not
the changed states are the message states |mi.

4

Analysis of the Quantum Signature Scheme with
Weak Arbitrator

In this section, we analyze the quantum signature scheme with weak arbitrator and its potential weakness. It is stated in [22] that the scheme takes
use of the classical known state comparison algorithm to do the comparison.
However, it is known that a quantum state can not be known without being
measured. Therefore, the quantum states to be compared in the quantum
signature scheme [22] must be unknown quantum states. Accordingly, the
algorithm doing the comparison must be an algorithm which can compare
two unknown quantum states as described in Subsection 2.2. In fact, the
procedure described in Fig. 1 of Ref. [22] is exactly for comparing two unknown quantum states like that in Ref. [23].

4.1

Problems in the phase of verifying the signer

According to the quantum signature scheme [22], the vNM measurements
are performed in both phases of verifying the signer and the signed message.
Therefore, a verifier can only do the verification for either the signer or the
signed message with respect to the same signature |SMi. Then, it is possible
for an attacker, say Eve, to perform his/her attack on two same signatures
6

made independently for either verification. First, we show that Eve can have
at least two options to forge the signature in order to pass the verification
for the signer.
Eve intercepts the particles and applies the vNM measurement on each
Bi . The collapsed state |Si i of each Ai will be αi |0i + βi∗ |1i or −βi |0i + αi∗ |1i
corresponding to the outcome state |0i or |1i of Ai , respectively. She can
g = NL |SM
g i i, where
then build a new signature |SMi
i=1
(
|Si i|0i, if the outcome state is |0i,
g ii =
|SM
(9)
|Si i|1i, if the outcome state is |1i.
According to the mechanism of the quantum signature scheme [22], this
forged signature will pass the verification for the signer performed by Bob.
The other option that Eve can have is as follows. In order to verify the
signer, Bob performs the unknown quantum states comparison algorithm
[23] to determine whether or not the collapsed state |Si i is equal(orthogonal)
to |Pi, if the measurement outcome state of Bi is |0i(|1i). However, the algorithm for determining the orthogonality between |Si i and |Pi i is not clarified. To our knowledge, there is no such an algorithm that can determine the
orthogonality between two unknown quantum states. (The authors of [22]
think that the orthogonality of |Si i and |Pi i can be determined because they
mistakenly believe that |Si i and |Pi i are known quantum states.) Therefore,
Bob is unable to verify the signer when the i-th measurement result is |1i.
This means that Bob can only verify the signer when the i-th measurement
result is |0i. Since |Pi is Alice’s public key, Eve can get |Pi easily and forge
g as follows:
a signature |SMi
N
(1) She generates a random quantum string |φi = L
i=1 |φi i with |φi i ∈
{|0i, |1i}.
g = NL |SM
g i i as
(2) She constructs |SMi
i=1
(
|Pi i|φi i,
if |φi i = |0i,
g ii =
|SM
(10)
(σZ |Pi i)|φi i, if |φi i = |1i.
g can pass the verificaFrom the discussion above, the forged signature |SMi
tion for the signer performed by Bob.
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4.2

Problems in the phase of verifying the signed message

Eve can also perform her attack in the phase of verifying the signed message,
given that she has gained the control over the quantum channel between
Alice and Bob and has obtained the message-signature pair (|mi, |SMi).
4.2.1

The X-transform attack

If she performs the X transform on both |mi i and the two particles of |SMi i,
Eve will obtain
e i i = σX |mi i = bi |0i + ai |1i
|m
(11)
and
g i i = (σX ⊗ σX )|SMi i = bi α∗ |00i + ai β ∗ |01i − bi βi |10i + ai αi |11i, (12)
|SM
i
i
NL
e i i with the forged
e =
respectively. Then, Eve sends to Bob |mi
i=1 |m
NL g
g
signature |SMi = i=1 |SMi i.
e Bob
In order to verify whether or not it is Alice’s signature for |mi,
g
performs the CNOT transform on |SMi:
L
O

g
CNOTAi ,Bi |SMi

i=1

=

=

L
O
i=1
L
O

(bi αi∗ |00i + ai αi |10i + ai βi∗ |01i − bi βi |11i)

(13)

[(bi αi∗ |0i + ai αi |1i)|0i + (−iσY )(bi βi |0i + ai βi∗ |1i)|1i].

(14)

i=1

Next, Bob performs the vNM measurement on the second particle in Eq. (13).
Then, he performs a series of CNOT transforms N
on the collapsed states
L
and the auxiliary states |0i in order to obtain
i=1 |ψi i where |ψi i is
∗
∗
bi αi |00i + ai αi |11i or bi βi |00i + ai βi |11i. After that, he sends one of the
entangled particles and the measurement outcome k to Alice.
Note that Eve now gains the control over the quantum channel. She may
send this particle through an X-gate. This will change |ψi i to |ψi0 i, which is
bi αi∗ |10i + ai αi |01i or bi βi |10i + ai βi∗ |01i.
Alice remotely teleports a series of rotations Rj,k on her qubits [24],
where
Rj,1 = diag(1, ei2θj,1 ), Rj,2 = diag(ei2θj,2 , 1)
(15)
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with αj = |αj |eiθj,1 and βj = |βj |eiθj,2 . |ψi0 i is then transformed into |ψi00 i,
which is bi |10i + ai |01i or bi |10i + ai |01i (up to a global phase factor). Then,
she sends the particle back to Bob.
Eve intercepts this particle again and sends it through an X-gate, which
converts its state |ψi00 i N
into |ψi000 i = bi |00i + ai |11i.
Now, Bob obtains L
transi=1 (bi |00i + ai |11i). Next, he takes CNOT
N
forms in order to disentangle the particles Ai . Finally, he will obtain L
i=1 (bi |0i+
ai |1i). By using
N the quantum comparison algorithm [23], he can verify that
e
the state is L
i=1 (bi |0i + ai |1i), which is exactly the message states |mi.
4.2.2

The Z-transform attack

If she performs the Z transform on both |mi i and the first particle of |SMi i,
Eve will obtain
e i i = σZ |mi i = ai |0i − bi |1i
|m
(16)
and
g i i = (I ⊗ σZ )|SMi i = ai αi |00i + ai β ∗ |10i + bi βi |01i − bi α∗ |11i, (17)
|SM
i
i
NL
e i i with the forged
e =
respectively. Then, Eve sends to Bob |mi
i=1 |m
NL g
g
signature |SMi = i=1 |SMi i.
g is Alice’s signature for |mi,
e Bob
In order to verify whether or not |SMi
g
performs the CNOT transform on |SMi:
L
O

g
CNOTAi ,Bi |SMi

i=1

=

L
O

(ai αi |00i − bi αi∗ |10i + bi βi |01i + ai βi∗ |11i)

(18)

i=1

=

L
O

[(ai αi |0i − bi αi∗ |1i)|0i

i=1

+ (−iσY )(ai βi∗ |0i − bi βi |1i)|1i].

(19)

g will
According to the quantum signature scheme described in [22], |SMi
pass the verification for the signed message.
After the Z-transform attack is performed,
g i i = ai αi |00i + ai β ∗ |10i + bi βi |01i − bi α∗ |11i
|SM
i
i

(20)

βi∗ |1i)|0i

(21)

= ai (αi |0i +
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− bi (−βi |0i +

αi∗ |1i)|1i.

g can also pass the verification for the signer.
Obviously, |SMi
From the discussions above, we can see that by employing the Z-transform
attack, Eve can successfully pass the verifications for both the signer and
the signed message.
4.2.3

The Pauli-operators attack

In the previous subsections, we have shown that the quantum signature
scheme with weak arbitrator [22] is susceptible to the X-transform and Ztransform attacks. By noting that the Y -transform is the combination of
the X-transform and the Z-transform due to the fact that σY = −iσX σZ ,
the quantum signature scheme with weak arbitrator [22] is also susceptible
to the Y -transform attack.
In summary, the quantum signature scheme with weak arbitrator [22]
is susceptible to the Pauli-operators attacks. The attacker can forge the
signature by performing any Pauli operator on any bit of the intercepted
quantum message. In other words, the attacker can forge the signature for
any one of 4L messages as long as he/she intercepts the quantum messagesignature pair.

5

Conclusions

In this paper, we have analyzed the security of the quantum signature scheme
with weak arbitrator [22]. First, we have showed that the attackers can
counterfeit a signature for any message, which will pass the verification for
the signer. Then, we have showed that the quantum signature scheme with
weak arbitrator [22] is susceptible to the Pauli-operator attack. Such an
attacker can forge the signature for any one of the 4L (L is the length of the
intercepted quantum message) messages, which will pass the verification for
the signed message. In particular, an attacker who employs the Z-transform
attack can forge the signature for any one of 2L messages, which will pass
the verifications for both the signer and the signed message successfully.
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